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About This Game

Present the captivated dark fantasy with the attractive illustrations, a romance adventure game for you――

System

While the story keeps progressing, the choices will be shown.
According to the choice you picked, the impression of the character toward you will be better.

Let's keep raising the good impression and step to the Happy Ending!

We'll recommend you, if you…

‧ Interest in romance game or otome(girls') game
‧ Like the fantasy

‧ Like the subject about the campus
‧ Like the shojo(girls') comics and animation

‧ Have interests in werewolf and vampire
‧ Want to read a serious story

‧ Want to read a story with some jests

story

Fleeting, yet beautiful. The world of darkness――
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The main protagonist, Cloe (name changeable) lived in a secluded town. Surrounded by wire fences, it felt like she was trapped
inside a cage.

Zombies were the only residents in that town, and she wasn't the exception. Many took their own life rather than to age away,
but they were otherwise living a peaceful life. One day however…….

As Cloe was hoping to see the outside world, she recieved an invitation. An invitation to attend a prestigious, diverse school only
the most talented and skilled could join.

*This game is based on PSVita's 『EPHEMERAL -FANTASY ON DARK-』, with added translations and an updated resolution
of Full HD.
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dramatic create
Publisher:
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seriously love the game, but the community is nonexistent... I bought this title a little over half a year ago (I think) and the
achievements did not work. The dev did \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 all about a fix and kept quiet for the longer part of this
titles career *cough*.

8\/20\/17 was the date the achievements suddenly began to work. No word from the devs either. Mixed blessings? 7
achievements in all, 1 dollar game, looks like my lazy doodles on MS paint for "quality of graphics" and can be 100% completed
and obtained in the tutorial alone. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing wonders this game is. Was, never was.

Get it only for the easiest of 100% goes, for no badges can be earned here.. I downloaded this game because i thought it was
cool. IT SUCKS! Its super laggy and has terrible graphics
. This is one of the best puzzle games I've played in a long time. I haven't been really playing long enough to give a fairer rating,
but for now, i'd say around a 9\/10. with my rating here being where I predict I'll be mid-late game.

The gameplay's pretty decent too, and the expansive roster of enemies from all over the kingdoms will leave you collecting.
Older players might generally not enjoy this sort of genre, but younger players will most likely suck it in like a lollipop.

I'm 23 and I enjoy this game a lot! There are plenty of puzzles to stimulate your mind, not just for kids but for young adults as
well.
There are many cute and awesome creatures especially dragons that get more intimidating as they evolve. Though I do wish they
would put more dragons in the early missions and did a better job with creating a story line, but it's still pretty fun and with this
pricing I can't complain.
This is definitely one of my favorites for the Puzzle games, much more fun than expected, there's quite a bit of thinking that
goes into building your teams and using skills\/element weakness in order to win. It's a good game to pick up and go if you want
to do a quick puzzle or play longer if you want to evolve and advance your team going to higher levels to catch more creatures to
become stronger. It's also fun to learn different strategies in the way you move the gems to make combos, I would recommend
this game to anyone who enjoys a good and unique puzzle game.. A very nice puzzle game that combines a 2D Zombie Shooter
and a Puzzle Game into one. Recommended!. love this train its so detailed and fast but wee neeed the mallard. I recommend this
game. This is a puzzle game, but not the kind that gives you headaches or anxiety because it involves CATS ON TRAINS!!!
Once you create a sequence of train tracks that match the color-coded cats, you can hear the satisfaction of cats meowing and
floating out into space. The music is VERY familiar.
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very good games. I'm recommending this game purely because I love the idea of an interactive musical experience and want to
support new and interesting games on VR. I'd love to see more artistic, visual and musical games. That being said, it is a bit
nausea inducing because you're floating quickly through the air without being able to control your movement. It's kind of like a
floating roller coaster ride. If you could be standing on something in-game, even like a magic carpet ride, I think that might
help. In any case, I like the idea and hope the artist makes updates to it, for example by splitting up the scenes so you can watch
them individually.. An excellent puzzle game, interesting mechanics, and LOADS of levels.. Stressful Game that has an ending
that berates the player,

Game contains mouse lag, causing major difficulty in puzzles. (though it's finishable, it's extremly frustrating and stressful.)

I felt like this was a waste of money, I might as well as have played a browser based point-and-click game.. Its a fun little RPG
Game I enjoyed it a decent amount
. This DLC has some of the better images available (in my opinion of course). The price seems fair for what you get.

Random comments:
"Elephant Herd" was not as hard as it looked.
All pros, no cons. It's hard to beat 3 bucks for a few good pictures!. Game is awesome. But...make the players scores and game
setting to adjust the volume level.
Game is hard to acheive next level but it is fun to play ^_^. What a lovely experience, as sweet as candy! The horror elements
are very mild so it can be enjoyed by the whole family; it's more of a mystery\/adventure. The game has a lovely pastel tone to it
with fantasy overtones from Wonderland which pair perfectly with the soundtrack. The game has style and substance; pretty on
the outside but there's a real story inside and true depth and devlopment to the characters. You can tell every bit of it was
constructed with the utmost care; a true labor of love! The cast of witches are all interesting and different in design and
personality, the dialogue is well written: full of humor and heart. The puzzles, secrets, collectables and side-quests sprinkled
throughout will keep you busy for hours and serve for plenty of replay value. I absolutely adored the Cooking mechanic within
the game as well. I've enjoyed this and Trick n' Treat so much that I cannot wait to see what comes next from this developer!.
Honestly stupid.. Warning! Trojan detected via SONAR.Heur.RGC!g519 when .exe starts up
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